Students see red over parking changes

By Pete Johanson
Staff Writer

The parking fees in lot numbers have been doubled, and students who use the lot are protesting.

The 5-space lot on 7th Street was changed from a blue lot to a red lot. A red permit costs $350 for a semester, twice the price of a blue one.

The change was made by recommendation from the Parking Committee, which has three student members. The money accrued will be used for installation and renovation of the university's parking lots. The Parking Committee is planning to expand lot number 16 to accommodate 30 to 40 more vehicles. This lot is across the street from lot 28, and will continue to require a blue permit.

With approximately 5,000 student and 2,000 faculty commuters, more parking spaces must be found. Lots requiring a red sticker are generally used for commuters, while lots requiring blue stickers are often become storage facilities. So close to the heart of campus, lot 28 should be a red sticker lot, argues the Parking Committee.

Students are protesting the change for several reasons. Kirsten Rosholin, a junior at Gamma Phi Beta, said that "It was a surprise when we came back to school. There was no information given to us." Another problem students have found with the switch is that they were not consulted. Kirsten continued by saying that "Only students park there, and students weren't given a choice." ASUI Senator Steve Smart is circulating a petition to return lot 28 to its former status.

Tom LaPointe, the Parking Coordinator for the University of Idaho, said that "The University has a history of listening to student input." In response to complaints, he answered that although no written notice was given, all Parking Committee meetings are open to the public. Since the Committee has three student members, LaPointe explained that the students did not have a voice in the decision. When asked about how the Parking Committee would react to a petition, LaPointe replied "It is my opinion that once it has gone through a committee with student representation, it's done. If there was a time to make an argument, it would have been then."

Symms visits the Palouse

By Beth Howard
Editor

Interstate highways in Idaho may soon become upgraded. Dan Quayle may recover strongly from speculation about his military record, and Kitty Dukakis may or may not have burned an American flag, according to Idaho Senator Steve Symms.

Symms said yesterday in a press conference at the Moscow University Inn that he will seek "interstate connector" status for U.S. 95, the north-south highway in Idaho, in an effort to improve the existing roadway through the use of a highway trust fund set up by the U.S. Treasury.

Symms said that there are two areas in particular which create the need for substantial upgrading of the road. The need for controlled access (more than one lane) which he claims will cut down on the number of accidents.

Symms also said that he believes that Republican vice presidential candidate Dan Quayle is none the worse for wear after media speculation on his National Guard service during the Vietnam war.

"All the controversy over Dan Quayle came about because there were fifteen open questions about the amount of heavy trucks which use the highway and the need for controlled access (more than one lane) which he claims will cut down on the number of accidents."

Other concerns Symms discussed included a "no comment" on his recently publicized comment that Kitty Dukakis, wife of Democratic presidential candidate Michael Dukakis, had burned an American flag during a protest in the 1960s.
**WSU author releases book on personal rights**

Book details developments in state constitutions

You may have more rights than you think.

The author of a book about the Washington State Supreme Court says some of the surprising developments of the last decade or so is that state constitutions, traditionally all but ignored, have suddenly been found to contain key protections in such things as free speech, religious freedom, and privacy.

"It's come as a surprise to legal scholars," said Charles H. Sheldon, a political scientist at Washington State University. "But it has been happening for the last 20 years. The reason it was such a surprise is that people haven't paid much attention to state courts."

Sheldon is author of A Century of Judging, a history of the Washington State Supreme Court published in May by the University of Washington. The book examines the politics of individual judges and judges of law making.

"It analyzes how they got to the court, who they were and the influence upon the law of the recruitment and relationships of judges," Sheldon said.

When he started the project 15 years ago, it was with the understanding that state supreme courts would follow the shadow of the U.S. Supreme Court. But, during that time period, federal courts, now led by justices of Presidents Nixon and Reagan, were becoming more reluctant to find ever widening freedoms in the U.S. Constitution. This had the effect of making freedoms in state constitutions more important.

Nothing prevents state courts from expanding citizens' rights. The U.S. Supreme Court cannot overrule state rulings unless a conflict with federal law makes the issue "reviewable" by federal courts.

Sheldon said the states of Washington and Oregon have been leaders in doing just that. In many cases, the Bill of Rights in the Washington State Constitution is more explicit than the Federal Bill of Rights. For example, Washington's constitution specifically protects the rights of privacy. Article I, Sec. 7 says: 'No person shall be disturbed in his private affairs or his home invaded without authority of law.'

The more specific language of the state constitution is more crucial.

An example is the recent case of a man who was prevented from collecting signatures on an initiative petition at a shopping mall. The owner of the shopping center argued he was on private property. The man had no protection for his signature gathering under the U.S. Constitution because it only protects the right of speech and assembly from interference by government. The Washington State Supreme Court, however, ruled that the man was protected from interference under the state's constitution. The state's constitution says flatly: 'Every person may freely speak, write and publish on all subjects...'

The Washington State Supreme Court has similarly added additional protections in such things as publishing, search and seizure and wire tapping.

Sheldon said two things account for the growing importance of state constitutions. In earlier times, the 1950s and 1960s, when the U.S. Constitution's protections were being broadly applied, there was little reason to look to the state constitutions. The federal judges were "way out front of the states."

Secondly, state courts have grown tremendously in their confidence and sophistication in making law. They no longer automatically look to the federal courts for leadership.

Sheldon has written a second book devoted entirely to the state high court, profiling its 78 justices. That volume will be published next year by the Washington State University Press.

---

**By Beth Pettitbone Staff Writer**

Fifty academic advisors at the University of Idaho met in what's being called Idaho's first-ever, campus-wide workshop for advisors of new and transfer students.

"It went wonderfully," said Judy Wallins, director of the UI's Learning Resource Center. "I hope it's held every year. We were able to give far more information to the advisors, who in turn were more helpful to the students. Everyone benefited."

The half-day session included presentations on academic concerns, the UI honor program, student advisory services, considerations for student athletes, career and professional counseling, tutoring and academic assistance services, and placement exams and interpreting their results.

Wallins said the emphasis was placed on "smart advising" and provided a great deal of information. "This will make a significant difference for each new student on their course selection."

"We were able to give far more information to the advisors, who in turn were more helpful to the students."

—Judy Wallins

George Simons, UI assistant vice president for academics, whose office set up the session, said the workshop was enthusiastically received by the advisors.

"This means we'll see a much better experience for many of our students," Simons said.

---

**KAREN'S**

**Old Fashioned Ice Cream**

**Frozen Yogurt Special**

2 smalls for the price of one

•Natural, sugarless yogurt
•Low in calories
•'Karen's also features homemade ice cream'*

Flavor Include:

Reese's Peanut Butter Cup
Kahula
Snickers Licker

EXPIRES 9-38
882-9221, 519 MAIN
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**doc's**

Friday and Saturday**

**DOUBLE HAPPY HOUR**

Progressive Draftheads from 2 - 6

2 - 3 - $3.00 - Going up $1.00 every 30 minutes - 6 o'clock

Booze Smergol: $3.75  6:30 - 9 pm

Unlimited Beer & Wine Coolers

We support designated driver programs.

(No service to intoxicated persons)
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**BOB GOLDBOWTH**

**ESSANsy**

**TREATIES MEETING THE FUTURE**

**Trot**

**50 YEARS OF TROT**
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**15-19 500**
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**2 IN 1**
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US Census Bureau—offering temporary work.

The U.S. Census Bureau has a number of temporary jobs open during the next few months in Moscow to help compile a master address list for use during the 1990 national census.

Temporary census workers usually will work two to eight weeks and will be paid $6.50 an hour plus auto mileage where appropriate. Applicants for the job must be at least 18 years old and a U.S. citizen. A written test will be required.

The work involves walking or driving to prepare a list of addresses of each dwelling unit in designated areas of the country. The collected addresses will be combined with others purchased from commercial vendors to build a nationwide automated address file which will be a key to a complete census.

"This address listing operation is the foundation for a successful 1990 census," said Census Bureau Regional Director Leo Schilling. "The resulting automated address file will be the central mechanism to keep track of over 100 million census questionnaires nationwide."

The address file will be used to produce census questionnaire address labels, keep track of returned forms, pinpoint households where personal follow-up visits must be made to complete the forms, and provide local government officials with pre-census and post-census housing unit counts for their review. Each housing unit in the nation will receive a questionnaire during March 1990. Census Day is April 1.

The 1988 address collection activity in the county is part of a nationwide Census Bureau program involving 35,000 temporary workers. State residents interested in applying for census jobs may contact:

Warren Flash, U.S. Census Bureau, Liberty Building, 118 No. 7th St. Rm. A13. Coeur d'Alene, ID. 83814.
Divest or not to divest

is there really a question?

Divestment. That's an interesting topic these days, or at least it was an interesting topic to University of Idaho Foundation officials a year ago when other institutions such as WSU were divesting, but the topic seems to have lost all of its relevance lately. More than a year ago the officials from the University of Idaho Foundation (these are the individuals who control the university's investments) projected that by June 30, 1986 the UI would follow suit and divest from South Africa as well as any clever student will note, it's Sept. 2 now and we've still got $1.7 million invested in this racially divided country.

Why? Because we're making good money. Forget principles, forget human rights, the bottom line is that it's just too sweet a deal to pass on.

I realize that Eugene Slade, manager of the UI Foundation's Consolidated Investment Trust, had (and does have) the university's best financial interests at heart when he chose to put off divestiture last fall when stock prices fell, but now, almost a year after last October's stock panic, the foundation is still dragging its feet.

In contrast, WSU set for itself the same June 30, 1988 divestment deadline and completed it on schedule, despite the October stock market crash.

Now what does that say to you about WSU—maybe that they made a commitment not only to the South African cause but to setting an example to their students that the preservation of human rights outweigh the pursuit of monetary gain? That's the impression I get.

My point here is, beyond the fact that as future leaders and general population of our country should be concerned enough to protest the violation of human rights which apartheid has created in South Africa, we should hold the administration accountable for their commitments.

If the foundation makes a commitment to divestment, the university should follow through with that commitment and divest. If the UI Foundation thinks the revenue being generated by these investments is too tempting to pass up, they should just say so.

Pretending to divest only hurts the reputation of the school and models social apathy to the students. The foundation should realize that they can't just pretend to divest and hope that nobody notices when they (we in all actuality) rake in the dividends at the end of each quarter.

— Beth Howard Editor

Just say yes George

giving some thought to the legalization of drugs

Where was George Bush when Nancy Reagan was teaching the virtue of "just saying no" to drugs? No, I don't think George Bush uses illegal drugs (although that would explain a great deal, wouldn't it?) but his involvement with various drug traffickers and criminals of other sorts makes him a dubious presidential candidate. It makes him a dubious person-

It makes us expect Bush's call in the past for stem punish-

ment of drug traffickers. Let me recount some of the vice-

president's past drug "problems":

Six months after Bush became Director of Central Intelligence (CIA) in 1976, the Justice Department released a report revealing that the CIA intervened in numerous drug cases in order to maintain secrecy about its agents and their operations. The text states "several narcotics investigations and/or prosecutions had to be terminated."

Several drug traffickers got off the hook due to the fixing of cases by the CIA. Did George Bush know of these cases? It is hard to believe a responsible Director of Central Intelligence (double contradiction in terms, I know wouldn't. Did George Bush follow this policy when he was director?

In 1985 Michael Palmer, an

Matt Helmick

Commentary

admitted multi-millionaire drug trafficker was introduced to the Contra effort by the CIA. He was then named vice-

president of Vortex, an air freight firm that began work-

ing closely with the CIA.

In October 1984 a Honduran military officer named Antonio Buena Rosa was indicted for his role in a plot to assassi-

nate the president of Honduras. The financing of this murder would come from the pro-

fits of a drug deal. Buena Rosa had worked with Oliver North and other Reagan Administra-

tion officials in setting up the Contra war effort in Honduras. Again, given Bush's past con-

nections with the CIA, it is plausible to believe Bush knew about these situations.

More recently, Bush has been questioned about his connections with Panama's Manuel Noriega. Sen. Robert Dole asked Bush earlier this year if Noriega was on the CIA payroll in 1976. Bush refused to answer.

Jefferson Morley, in the Aug. 27/Sept. 3 Nation cites three possibilities regarding the Bush/Noriega connection: a) Bush is lying when he says he didn't have any "hard evi-

dence" about Noriega's drug trafficking; b) Bush had suspi-

cions about Noriega but didn't share them with anybody else and didn't pursue them him-

self; c) The vice president knew more about the drug smuggling in Panama than was revealed in the Miami Herald.

Still, there is an even greater irony present in this drug issue. After considering the millions of dollars spent in fighting this "war on drugs," one might find it more sensible to legalize the illegal drugs. Certainly the societal cost of legalizing illicit drugs would be less than that incurred by our own government.
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Student Employment service needed

Editor:

Students should not have to hit the pavement in order to find a job on this campus. Presently, filling out an application at individual UI departments is the only way to get a false foot in the door. I say "false" because once completed it is not unusual for these applications to mysteriously disappear forever—we have a kind of voodoo employment system at the UI.

So who fills the many "irregular Help" positions available on campus? Often it is the son or daughter of a UI executive who is high up on the departmental or administrative hill. Buddy is the son or daughter of a friend of a UI executive who is also influential on campus. Junior and Buddy don't have to fill out UI job applications. In fact, unlike you and I, these two can completely bypass the voodoo employment system—and that is not fair.

It's a little disturbing that one of the largest public institutions in Idaho could be accused of violating equal opportunity employment standards, in all fairness, the departments who hire Junior and Buddy probably do not intend to keep job openings from Joe student. The departments do not have a certain reliable place to list their openings—that is the main issue here.

At the risk of seeming envious of BSU, I would like to compliment them on their organized, effective, Student Employment Service. Within two weeks of visiting BSU's Student Employment Office, I had two jobs that were probable the best suited to me I've ever had. Students at BSU can go to one central location on campus and receive job referrals based on a current listing of university and community job openings. Work study placements, interviewing tips, and resume assistance are among the other services provided to students through the Student Employment Office—and students do not have to pay for it.

My question is why not us? Why doesn't the UI have a university funded Student Employment Office where all departments must list their UI openings in order to fill them? Why must a student be a direct descendant of the powers that be (no more than twice removed) in order to get a job around here? Why wasn't a UI Student Employment Service established long ago? It's so important that students and administrators work jointly toward improving the UI.

We need and are requesting the administration's support in order to make the UI Student Employment Service a reality.

— Tina Kogi
Assistant Supervisor

Big Brother is watching

Editor:

The time has come again. Big Brother has started to watch even closer.

Friday the 26th the Food Co-op gave free public entertainment. Music was of the 50's rock. I saw people there from little ones to those in their 60's. I saw a unity of people I have not seen in years. No rowdiness or drunkenness that is so common anymore, just people having a very good time and sharing their hearts and minds.

Then the Moscow police stepped in. Even though the Co-op had a permit, they shut down everything at 11:00 sharp. Big Brother is on an exact schedule. This disheartened many of those who came to share what had not been shared for a long time. A full community unity and spirit was very quickly shattered.

When George Orwell wrote the book, he had to change the original title. Publishers felt the time was too near. The original title was 1948. Big Brother will be watching me closely after this letter. Hopefully He will finally realize I'm not alone. The times of Vietnam let me know His ways. When He told me if I did not play 'god', decide who should live and who should die, I would go to prison. I told Him at least the food was better.

As a warning to those of you who are not "normal" by societal standards, in Idaho sex in any form but the "mistrionic position" is a felony. The missionaries felt that the native Hawaiians were not doing it "god's way." Be careful because Big Brother may be watching you very closely, perhaps through your bedroom window.
Playing to full houses for bargain fares

Old Post Office and Micro Cinema keep admission low and choices diverse

By Art Peel
Staff Writer

Now that advising and registration are only bad memories and you aren’t spending all your time standing in line, you may find yourself with some free time in the evening. But alas, there lies the catch—22 of college—it costs at least $654 to get out of that last line.

A couple of local theaters recognize this fact and charge admission accordingly. The Micro Cinema at 230 W. Third in Moscow and the Old Post Office Theater at S.E. 245 Paradise in Pullman charge only a $1.50 admission, which makes them the least expensive theaters in the area.

According to owner Jack Clark, the Old Post Office Theater was indeed a United States Post Office at one time. In 1978, however, the government moved to a new facility, so Clark acquired the old building and turned it into a theater, which he opened in 1980.

“We understand the limited student pocketbook,” Clark said. “And that’s why we’ve been running since then.”

By waiting a few weeks after distributors release their movies, Clark can rent them as “second-runs” for much less than the regular price. The low admission attracts good crowds, and along with concessions sales, Clark makes a profit. Getting in to see a show can be a problem, though, because of the low price and the proximity to Washington State University.

“Be sure to come 15 to 30 minutes early,” Clark warned.

because I hate it when people come all the way from Moscow and get turned away.”

Until 1975, The Micro Cinema was a Seventh Day Adventist Church. Clark was responsible for its conversion as well as the Old Post Office, but in 1978 he sold the business to Bob Suto and his sister and brother-in-law, Gabe and George Ball.

Suto, who is in charge of bookings, tries to bring in a mix of well-known commercial films and less well-known, foreign or art films.

“Although people think of us primarily as an ‘art’ theater,” Suto said, “we show commercial films just as often.”

About every two months, Suto schedules a series of the Micro Cinema’s bookings for the coming two months. The better-known films run on the weekends, “when more people have free time,” according circumstances, the Micro’s manager Bob Suto asserts that, for the admission price of $1.50, people can’t afford not to experiment.

ARGONAUT/Loren Orr

with university classes. It’s part of Suto’s philosophy of providing an alternative to the usual fare.

“We see ourselves as supplementing rather than competing with the major theaters,” he says.

Despite their low prices and unusual origins, both theaters are fully equipped with screens, rows of seats, and

See Movies page 9
Freddy's back for another gore-fest

Elm Street IV long on gory death scenes, short on consistent story

Review by Kirk Loughlin

Like the dreamy, deadly scenarios that our old friend Freddy Krueger creates for his teenage victims, the summer sequel factory (of which A Nightmare on Elm Street IV: The Dream Master is a product) is cloying and claustrophobic. We already know the words "sequel" and "quality" rarely go hand in hand. In fact, it is often difficult for a sequel to match the quality of the original, even if the first film wasn't all that great to begin with.

The summer of 1988 has provided example after example to support this idea. Although no one ever bemoaned the fact that Caddyshack was ignored by the Cannes Film Festival, this year's Caddyshack II embarrassed even the most loyal fans of the 1980 cult-classic.

The thought of Dudley Moore applying his admittedly limited slapstick skills to Arthur II: On The Rocks is enough for me to swear off popcorn. Rambo II has already garnered all the mockery it deserves. I don't think I need to make fun of this bloated-budget bomb any more than it already has been but apparently Sylvester Stallone's answer to Star Wars didn't even appeal to imaginative action-lovers who found it lacking in comparison with its two money-making predecessors.

And, although not a da facto sequel, Walter Hill's Red Heat was, at the very least, a spiritual descendent of 48 Hours and, like the other films I've mentioned, demonstrates the weakness that can cripple a film if its creators fail back on established patterns rather than presenting some kind of original thought.

In fact, it's possible to list the titles of successful sequels on the fingers of one hand (all right, maybe two). Empire Strikes Back, Return of the Jedi, The Godfather, Part II, Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom, Aliens and The Star Trek sequels come to mind. Which brings me, after scaring through a trail of genres, to that old sequel-producing machine, the horror film. Good sequels exist in this genre like Psycho II and III (I said good, not masterful), Evil Dead II: Dead By Dawn (a campy, gory side-splitter) and Tobe Hooper's Massacre II (much wittier and nastier than Tobe Hooper's original). And there are a fair share of dog, like the obvious annoyance of new Friday the 13th movies every twelve months.

But the Elm Street movies have proved a mixed bag, as far as sequel quality goes and The Dream Master is more bagged than mixed.

The old plot is back. It didn't change all that much in the first three and I didn't expect any breakthroughs in the way. More kids are under the effect of Freddy Krueger's murderous dream antics. And it at first no one believes the main character's alarm about the ghost of America's favorite child murderer. And people get bumped off. And then everybody does believe the main character. And then they try to stay awake. And then more people get bumped off. Look at any of the first three films — this pattern is always there. But at least in those films, something else interesting is going on. For instance, if (one of the weakest of the four) had an interesting subset of an adolescent struggling with his sexual urges (which interestingly enough, manifested themselves as Freddy) and II had the novel setting of psychotic kids locked in a mental ward.

But IV (the weakest of the films) has almost nothing going on but the basic plot. Even worse, the basic plot is handled completely uninteresting- ly. The dreams aren't very scary and the murders, which in the first three took place slowly and had subtle, psychological moments of terror, take place blam, blam, blam.

For instance, there is a sequence in Dream Master where a young man is tormented by his dead girlfriend — potentially disturbing stuff. But after the initial shock value is used up, the sequence ends. The same young man, a martial arts aficionado, has to battle an invisible opponent in his dream. This sequence is the most richly imagined in the film but it is still disappointingly short and anti-climactic.

And speaking of non-climax, the plot of Dream Master simply runs out. But by that time, it has already been too annoying with its blatant display of plot flaws and bad acting.

The inept script doesn't even follow its own rules. It spends time showing how people must be able to succumb to Freddy's power but, later on in its budget-heavy special effects get rolling, this rule is discarded.

The first and third films contained elements of imaginative terror (remember the claw-in-the-bathtub and the corpse-in-the-body-bag scenes in the first one?) and clever plots that made up for the overacting and justified the ever-present gore.

And probably the biggest problem with the second and fourth movies is that Elm Street creator Wes Craven was not involved in them — in fact, last year he was off working on his own silly, creepy Serpent and the Rainbow instead of getting Freddy into shape. For seekers of nightmarish terror, Craven's absence is an
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ALL CRESCENT BOARD
20% OFF

Limited to Stock on Hand

Friday, Sept. 2 & Saturday, Sept. 3 ONLY

RIMA BUILDING SUPPLIES
"We've Got Your Lumber"
Paint, lumber, prefinished sheving, decorator blocks and all the hardware and accessories needed to spruce up your room or apartment.

WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL
10% Discount on all merchandise with student I.D.
123 W. 7th • Moscow • 882-4541

ASUI PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

DR. ROGER LIBBY
Look out, Dr. Bush. Here's Roger Libby, a former W.S.U. graduate and now a popular sexologist. Libby candidly addresses the funny and serious sides of sex. Libby's humor helps audiences relax so they can learn while enjoying his responsible, liberal approach to sex.

Sept 7, 7:30 SUB
Tickets at Door
$2 Students
$3 Public
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even sloped floors on which to spill popcorn. The Old Post Office has a stereo surround system and the Micro-a-Dolby stereo system to insure that the sound quality is high as well as the quality of the visuals.

Now that the pains of returning to school and handing over large sums of cash is starting to numb, there are entertainment options for the avid movie fan with a thin wallet. The Palouse's two bargain movie houses will continue their unique brands of entertainment.

For a little bit more, you can choose from a full menu of the usual cinematic cuisine at both theaters. On top of that, the Old Post Office offers frozen yogurt and the Micro Cinema has cookies and hot cider.

Theater from page 7

"nated the profession," he said. "But we've never distinguished between men and women in terms of ability in their professions."

Chapman's enthusiasm for Angell stems from her abilities and the way she works with students.

"She is very gregarious, and very conversational, and a teacher," Chapman said. "A teacher's most important tool is the self, a great sense of self and ability... she's going to be fantastic."

Angell has no reservations about being a woman in this male-dominated department. She was also the only female faculty member on the staff.

See theater page 10
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unignorable handicap. Maybe the sequel factory should keep its mind on creating some semblance of quality before it goes after the tried and true formula to keep the cash register ringing. I hope Freddy goes after the nitwit who cooked up Dream Master and redeems himself next summer.
Burning Spear to do concert Monday night

Reggae legend Burning Spear will play Monday, Sept. 5 at 8:30 p.m. in the Moscow Elks lodge.

The critically acclaimed band, which has received Grammy nominations for two of its previous releases, is stopping on the Palouse in the midst of a nationwide tour to support its new album, "Missess Music."

Alcohol will be available, but minors may also attend the show.

One More Time Productions, KUOI FM, and KZZU FM are sponsoring the concert. Tickets may be bought in advance at One More Time for $8, or at the door for $9.

Welcome You Back.
Where can you go for the best in exquisite dining, a tasteful atmosphere and an extensive international menu? Where else but Moscow's finest...

415 S MAIN MOSCOW
882-3560

Don't get the red & blues

Red & Blue parking lots require permits as of Monday, Sept. 5

Questions?
Call Parking Control
885-6424
SPORTS

Two Vandals arrested
By Joe Hughes

Soror Smith and Marvin Washington of the UI football team were arrested in Pullman early Sunday morning by Washington State University police for allegedly attempting to steal four mountain bikes.

According to WSU police officials, the two were arrested with possession of the four bikes and a pair of bolt cutters. They spent Sunday night in the Whitman County Jail in Colfax and were released Monday morning after a hearing.

Police said the value of the bicycles is estimated at $1,300 and the pair may face a second-degree theft charge, which is a felony.

Head Coach Keith Gilbertson said in a prepared statement, "We're very embarrassed by the whole situation. But until all the facts are related to us, we don't know a great deal about it."

"It's an unfortunate incident that guys that old would continue to pull college pranks. As usually is the case, one or two people can make a group of 100 or more good ones look bad, which is the case here.

"For our part, we will take care of any punishment that needs to be doled out. Anything else that needs to be done by the courts will be done by them. But it will never be a matter of public record just exactly what we do. It will be among the football team, these individuals and the coaching staff."

Formal charges are to be filed sometime next week, police said.

Smith and Washington are two expected starters on the defensive line, according to UI depth chart.

Smith is a 6-2, 260-pound junior from Borah High School at Boise. He is a two-year starter at defensive tackle and was an All-Big Sky Conference First Team defensive lineman last season.

"We're going to have to play well to beat them," said Bradetch. "We're going to have to play well to beat them."

The Lady Vandals won their match against Whitworth last year by a wide margin but Bradetch said her team must be ready to play no matter who they face.


The team never trailed in the first two games but trailed 7-4 in the third game before coming back and raising their season record to 1-1.

"It's a good win," said head coach Pam Bradetch. "We needed it for our confidence."

"We were experimenting tonight with different lineups," said Bradetch. "Our team did what they needed to do and dealt with the situations I put them in.

"We had bright spots from some individuals. Karen Thompson and Leslie Bischoff played well enough to regain the confidence that we haven't seen so far in preseason."

Volleyballers defeat LCSC
By Joe Hughes


The team never trailed in the first two games but trailed 7-4 in the third game before coming back and raising their season record to 1-1.

"It's a good win," said head coach Pam Bradetch. "We needed it for our confidence."

"We were experimenting tonight with different lineups," said Bradetch. "Our team did what they needed to do and dealt with the situations I put them in.

"We had bright spots from some individuals. Karen Thompson and Leslie Bischoff played well enough to regain the confidence that we haven't seen so far in preseason.

The NROTC College Program
$2,000 Expense Money
And A Navy Officer Commission

The Two-year NROTC College Program offers you two years of expense money that's worth up to $2,000 plus the challenge of becoming a Navy officer with early responsibilities and decision-making authority. During your last two years in college the Navy pays for uniforms, NROTC textbooks, and an allowance of $100 a month for up to 20 months. Upon graduation and completion of requirements, you become a Navy officer, with important decision-making responsibilities.

Contact LT. Doug Ashbjornsen at 885-6333/6334 or stop in at the Navy Building here on campus.

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST
The Sports Scene

Football and volleyball season may be in the air, but it is still summer, and summer means baseball.

So far, the biggest story of the season has been the turning on of the lights at Wrigley Field last month in Chicago. The first night game was supposed to pit the Cubs against the Philadelphia Phillies but it was rained out, so the Cubs settled for beating the New York Mets the following night in the first official night game.

Too many people complained about the decision to turn on the lights. It would seem that these individuals would also dislike other sorts of progress such as color television, computers, and microwave popcorn. It’s time to bring Wrigley Field into the 1980s.

People will argue for tradition until the end of time. But let’s face it, if traditions were accepted as sacred since the beginning of baseball, teams would be playing without baseball mitts, batting helmets, or even television coverage.

The lights at Wrigley will give a whole new group of Cub fans who work during the day and can’t get weekend tickets the opportunity to go to the ball park and cheer for their team. Besides, the event brought the most hooligans to Chicago since the Bears won the Superbowl.

Of course the American League has had its share of big stories also, but here’s one that I’ve heard just about enough of. George Steinbrenner fired Billy Martin. Oh wow, is this Martin’s fourth shot at managing the Yankees and Lou Pinella’s third shot or is it Pinella’s second and Martin’s fifth or wasn’t Dick Howser in there somewhere or... Hey! Enough is enough! Steinbrenner’s system of platooning managers is to baseball what tear gas is to a Sunday picnic: not a desirable combination.

It used to be fairly big news when a major league manager was canned but Steinbrenner’s insecurities and indecisions have turned the tables. Now it’s big news when the Yankees have the same manager for over two seasons. Besides, does a change in managers really make teams better? O.K., Joe Morgan seemed to have quite an impact on the Boston Red Sox organization, but weren’t the players on the field the same athletes that John McNamara managed? Could it have been a change in attitude by the players themselves that caused their success?

Regardless, it can’t help a team to have managers constantly yanked in and out of an organization. Sooner or later the players need to get used to a specific person at the helm. Someone needs to tell Steinbrenner that making headlines doesn’t win games.

The Yankees aren’t out of the pennant race yet, but they’ve been backsliding... Oh Lou, I think George is coming...

—Joe Hughes
Sports Editor

DOMINO’S PIZZA
OFFERS SUPPORT
TO ALL
FINANCIALLY
STARVED
STUDENTS!

Hungry for a good deal? Then save your dough. Order a DOMINO’S PIZZA with these special coupons. Just call us. You’ll get a thick, fresh, oven-hot pizza dripping with cheese and loaded with your favorite toppings delivered to your door in 30-minutes-or-less. Guaranteed! Or you get $3 knocked off your pizza. Now with a monetary policy like that, how can you go wrong, right? Call DOMINO’S PIZZA today. And share your new found wealth.

MOSCOW
883-1555

PULLMAN
332-8222

Lunch Special
$2.00 off any size pizza ordered between 11am and 4pm.

Name

Phone

new coupon per pizza
not valid with any other offer
expires: 9-25-88